Abstract-Cognitive
It is not difficult to see that the ECCN architecture comprises two control loops: one is the feedback control loop between the application target layer and the cognitive processing layer (the users make a request to the network for service -> cognitive processing engine does analysis and inference -> the network feed its service ability back to the users -> users adjust their application requirements); the other is the cognitive control loop between the cognitive processing layer and the adjustable network layer ( monitors and sensors transmit the information of network state and adjustable network unit to the cognitive processing layer -> the cognitive processing engine does analysis and makes decisions -> the cognitive processing layer sends the instructions of decision to the adjustable network unit to guide network's specific operation). The change of network state can be active or passive. And passive changes are unpredictable, such as the node's shift, addition and deletion and the changes of wireless channel environment; active changes turn the network to a desired state through adjustment and configuration of the network devices in a planned way. The network state information includes local information (such as BER, available link bandwidth and node residual energy etc.) and global information (such as the end-to-end delay and network connectivity). In the architecture of ECCN network, all cognitive network nodes constituting a cognitive emergency network synergistically, take appropriate action to meet the requirements of application and achieve the system targets according to cognitive decisions [5] . By unique Cognitive Specification Language (CSL), cognitive processing engine maps the system target to a form the lower cognitive process could understand, in order to guide the specific operant behavior of the adjustable network units, and something like extensible markup language (XML) can be employed [6] . Cognitive processing engine utilizes a variety of artificial intelligence, machine learning, decision support, adaptive algorithms for learning and inference, and makes the best decision according to the current network status information with the successful experience and knowledge combined, and then has the information of these successful decision-making stored in a database for later direct use for a similar situation. In network design stage we can determine learning and inference rule in advance according to the experience, but cognitive processing engine could modify the predetermined rules in the running stage on the basis of the current network status. Whatever choice of learning method, cognitive processes need to be able to quickly learn or converge to a solution, and when the state is changed the learning is still able to achieve a fast convergence. For the network whose environment often change, for example, the mobile wireless network, fast convergence is very important.
B. Cognitive Processing Engine
As cognitive emergency communication network must coordinate network node action on the basis of application demand to optimize the system overall target, cognitive processing engine carries out integrated intelligent management and global optimization of cyber source on the cognitive network nodes. And the information interaction and collaborative operation between the CPE of several nodes enable multiple independent cognitive nodes to integrate as a unified cognitive network eventually. The functional structure of CPE is as shown in Figure 2 . CPE is a multi-functional software entity which uses the network state information and the information of each layer of the protocol stack to make analysis based on the strategy information provided by the library. Then it schedules resource use through calling the appropriate optimization mechanism and algorithm, and adjusts the parameters of each layer in the cross-layer protocol stack to obtain the best system settings matching the application demand. Subsequently, CPE observes behaviors of nodes and the result of network optimization, then sums up the experience through reasoning and learning, update strategy and stored in a strategy library. In addition, the CPE can also make decision to employ suitable channel resource and communication technology at the right time, which guarantees the quality of service for different users [5] . CPE is modular and extensible, which may add the appropriate optimization and adjustment tools when needed, including neural networks, pattern recognition, genetic algorithm, expert system, timing analysis and Calman filter, etc. For example, genetic algorithm or simulated annealing method could be considered for use in the case that CPE will perform multi-dimensional optimization for large amounts of data. In order to deal with a large amount of historical data more effectively, it is necessary to carry out the information classification and clustering, using methods including neural network, time series analysis, etc. At the same time, in order to ensure that the operation of CPE is reliable, we must guarantee the quality of data for use in the decision-making process, and the Calman filter, Bayesian inference and statistical learning theory could be employed to deal with the uncertainty of reasoning and ensure the reliability of data.
C. Software Adjustable Network
Software adjustable network (SAN) is actually an independent research field, like the SDR design independent of cognitive radio. However, SAN needs to provide network interfaces which cognitive processing layer can understand and use. The interfaces should be flexible and extensible, which are similar to the application program interface (API) or an interface description language (IDL). SAN also includes the network elements that could be modified, and they can be used as policy control points (PCP) of the cognitive network. These network elements may include any internet object or element, and cognitive processing layer can operate each adjustable network element through the API. A simple example of software adjustable network (SAN) is a wireless network that supports directional antenna (antenna can search for receiving or transmit at different rotation angle). The wireless network which includes a network unit for regulating has the basic features of SAN. But it needs to be pointed out that it can be called 
